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Batch files for storing your commands

• ALWAYS archive the command series that you used for an analysis;
the ability to replicate the analysis exactly is a must

• The “syntax file” (*.sps) in SPSS parlance means the same as a “do-
file” (*.do) in STATA and a “script” or “code” (*.r) in R

• You can also run commands directly from your do-file editor, which 
is called the syntax-editor in SPSS and is only available through 
various (super-smart) add-ons to the basic R package (Tinn-R)

• The relevant definitions in the Concise OED are

– Batch file: “a computer file containing a list of instructions to be carried out”

– Syntax: “the arrangement of words and phrases to create well-formed sentences”

– Script: “a program or sequence of instructions that is carried out by another program rather 
than by the computer processor”
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Good practices in writing do-files

• Ideally, your do-file should reproduce your full analysis starting from 
the raw data files that you base your analyses on

• Test it again and again until it runs smoothly as a batch file without 
breaking down due to errors

• Add plentiful comments and explanations (e.g. “The next regression is 
reported in Table 3 of the 2007 conference paper version”;   “for party codes 
see Appendix 2 of the CSES2 codebook”;   “Levi says this should be done 
with a Heckman test but I do not know how to do that”)

• An asterix (*) at the beginning of the line will make SPSS and 
STATA understand that the line contains comments only; the R 
equivalent is an #
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Data manipulation in STATA

Check yourself the help (run “help commandname”, then try also “db 
commandname”) on these most basic commands:

• Creating/recoding variables:
– GENERATE, REPLACE, EGEN, RECODE

• Reorganization of data files:
– SORT, COLLAPSE, STATSBY, SAMPLE, BYSORT, MERGE, 

RENAME, DROP, KEEP

• There are many more; e.g., try to look up “Help / Contents / Data 
management” through the pull-down menu. Of course, the same 
command (e.g. COUNT) may do sg else in STATA than SPSS
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How SPSS and STATA “macros” differ

• The Concise OED defines the noun macro as ‘a single instruction 
that expands automatically into a set of instructions to perform a 
task’. This applies well for what SPSS calls “macros”, but STATA 
“macros” are what SPSS calls the “arguments” of a macro

• These macro arguments (called “local macros” in STATA) can also 
be defined outside of what SPSS calls a “macro”, and can also be 
made permanent (a “global macro”) for the duration of an entire 
STATA session

• R takes this flexibility much further and treats literally everything that 
you use during your operations as an “object” that you can freely 
reference. Except for some of its user-written add-ons, R  does not 
call anything a “macro”
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As an example, recall this SPSS macro

• Here is the macro; “arg1”, “arg2”, and “I” are its arguments
DEFINE macdef (arg1 = !TOKENS(1) /arg2 = !TOKENS(1))
!DO !i = !arg1 !TO !arg2.

count !CONCAT(v,!i)=nation2(!i).
!DOEND

!ENDDEFINE.

macdef arg1 = 1 arg2 = 30.

• This macro expands into (i.e. is a synonym of and thus substitutes) 
30 SPSS commands that create 30 dummy variables from NATION:

count v1=nation(1).

count v2=nation(2).

…

count v30=nation(30).
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Compare the SPSS, STATA and R code for 
tokenizing a 30-category var called nation

• Note that the R code for the above macro will be a little 
simpler than how I showed it at the seminar, because 
now I created an “equal playing field” between the three 
software by showing a version of the relevant R-code 
that (just like the STATA and SPSS codes) assume that 
we already have a data set open that has the “nation”
variable (where countries are coded numerically, from 1 
to 30, and we have at least one case for each of these 
countries)
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Compare the SPSS, STATA and R code for 
tokenizing a 30-category var called nation

• SPSS (note that ‘macdef’ could be any arbitrary name for the macro):
DEFINE macdef (arg1 = !TOKENS(1) /arg2 = !TOKENS(1))
!DO !i = !arg1 !TO !arg2.
count !CONCAT(v,!i)=nation(!i).

!DOEND
!ENDDEFINE.
macdef arg1 = 1 arg2 = 30.

• STATA (note the use of inverted commas in `i’):
forvalues i = 1/30 {
generate v`i' = nation==`i'

}

• R (note the separate command lines for creating, recoding, and 
renaming the new variable):

for(i in 1:30) {
mydata[,(i+1)] <- 0

mydata[,(i+1)][mydata$nation==i] <- 1
colnames(mydata)[(i+1)] <- paste("v", i, sep="")
}

• Note that the string ‘i’ is chosen arbitrarily in all three codes above
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The next slide shows how you could create 
the initial dataset in each software

For simplicity, we will have just one case per country (i.e. our total N 
will be 30), and just one variable (nation) in the initial data set

Since R can handle many objects, it will have to give a name to this 
new data frame object (the name will be ‘mydata’)

Then the commands as shown below add the 30 dummy variables (one
for each value of nation)

The comments in the code will tell you how you can look up the content 
of your data set in each software
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Compare the SPSS, STATA and R code for 
tokenizing a 30-category var called nation

• SPSS (the 1/30 numbers could be in separate rows):
data list free/nation.

begin data
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

end data.
* Check the DataSet window to see what this created.

• STATA:
clear all
set obs 30
gen nation=1

forvalues i = 2/30 {
replace nation=`i' in `i'
}

* Run “edit” (without the quotes) to see the data set 
*      that you just created.

• R:
mydata <- data.frame(nation=1:30)

# Run “fix(mydata)” (without the quotes) to open 
#      the “mydata” data frame that you just created.
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Help on macros in STATA

• Try “Help / Contents / Programming and matrices / 
Programming / Macros, scalars, and system parameters”
through the pull-down menu to learn about local and 
global macros

• Also run “help return” for information on the macros, 
scalars and matrices left in the memory by STATA’s
statistics commands
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Loops in STATA

• Loop: “a programmed sequence of instructions that is repeated until 
or while a particular condition is satisfied” (Concise Oxford English 
Dictionary)

• See STATA commands forvalues, each, while

• Note too the command if (similar to DO IF in SPSS and if in R) 
that assists conditional processing (branching)

• Please look up the help on these STATA commands yourself before 
the next event. Run also “help macro” and “help quotes”

• Recall that local macros are referenced as `macname’ while global 
macros as $macname (where macname is the name of the macro)
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Next flip-flop event

• 5:30 pm, 26 Nov 2009, FT 809

• Topic: more on STATA programming


